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Physiology - This is the biggest factor - How your
body is operating can dictate your results.

Nutrition - Once you know the foods that are right for
your body, you’re half way there.

Exercise - Exercise counts, but not as much as
people think.  The first 2 categories matter much
more.

The trick to moving past
weight loss plateaus is…
Before you can move past a plateau, you first need
to understand that the reason a person may stop
losing weight can vary drastically from person to
person.  There is not a list of steps that will work for
everyone.  Instead, it is important for each individual
to look at how their specific body is operating.  From
here, you can get a better idea of the issues that may
be restricting your weight loss.

The Three Categories



Hope this helps.

To allow the body to access stored fat,
insulin levels need to come down. 
However, not everyone qualifies to
reduce their carb intake dramatically. 
Most, however, have the ability to time
their carbs so insulin can have long
periods of the day where levels can come
down.   Are you reducing all carbs after
3PM?
 

For many, this will be the most
important item on this list.   If bile is not
flowing well, or if you are not making
enough HCL to truly break down your
food, what you eat won’t matter.   If you
haven’t taken the steps to improve
digestion, or if you stopped because you
thought you fixed it, it might be time to
revisit this strategy if weight is not
falling off like you want it to.

Allow Insulin to
Come Down

Maximize
Digestive
Capacity

Remember, it’s important
to first understand how

your body is operating, so
you know which of these
items are crucial for you.

Poop!  And Do It
Right!

If you are dealing with any constipation
(If you’re not going every day, you’re
constipated), or diarrhea issues, they
must be corrected to maximize weight
loss.   Both of these issues can restrict
weight loss in their own way.   If you
don’t understand why both of these
bad, learn more from your coach. 

The Checklist

I Need to Work on This

I Need to Work on This

I Need to Work on This



If you can’t get past your cravings, how are you going to stick to a good plan?   Most
can’t.   But most people with severe cravings can work past them if they’re willing to do
the work.   If you followed the steps to fix digestion, and lifted mineral levels (if needed),
make sure you don’t need to go back to the steps that worked before if cravings are
coming back.

Eliminate Cravings

I Need to Work on This

Losing the processed food, and moving more towards real foods, can be an important
step in reducing burdens that the body may be dealing with.   If you’ve skipped this step,
or moved away from it because it seems so simple, take it seriously.   We were built to
run on real food.  It just makes sense that we would be leaner and more energized while
fueling our body with real foods.

JERF (Just Eat Real Food)

I Need to Work on This

For many of us, food sensitivities can restrict any number of health improvements.
Weight loss is on the top of that list.   It might be time to try another (or your first) Clean
Sweep.   This is a 30-day period where you leave out all the foods that most commonly
cause trouble.   Once your results improve, you can add these foods back in one by one
to figure out which ones may be best to leave out indefinitely.

Remove The Trouble Foods

I Need to Work on This



Remember that your plateau could be caused by any of these problems, or a
combination of these problems. Work on any that you think you might be able
to improve.  Here are a few other points that increase results for many:

Make sure you’re eating enough good fats.
Increase fiber intake (Without spiking carb levels).
Get rid of any processed vegetable oils.
Add Digestive Enzymes
Eat more nutrient-rich foods.
Increase mineral levels with a good unrefined salt.

It’s important that you understand if you qualify for this move or not.  An individual with
low mineral levels does not qualify to increase their water intake because they are just
going to wash out more minerals, creating other weight loss problems.   But once you
qualify, water can be a huge help when it comes to weight loss efforts.

It’s easy to let life stress us out.   It’s also important to remember that stress is a burden
on the body and can lead to weight gain.  Find ways to reduce your stress load, and
increase the number of times you stop and consciously relax each week.   This can be a
huge help in many ways. 

Drink More Water?

I Need to Work on This

Relax!

I Need to Work on This

Bonus Checklist


